Swiss artist Augustin Rebetez is not unknown to Montreal audiences. Many may have seen his work during the 12th edition of the Mois de la Photo à Montréal in 2011, where his photographs and videos were presented in a rather subdued context. Factory Behind Your Brain uses the opposite approach. Here the artist shatters the white cube of the gallery, maximising every inch of space to present his wild and teeming universe.

Factory Behind Your Brain is everything that hides in our head: projects, ideas, etc., but mostly things that hide inside the head of the artist and his accomplices. Rebetez does not present his photographs, paintings, and videos alone. He works in close collaboration with Giona Bierens de Haan, who constructed the installation from recycled materials, and Adil Coralic and Louis Jucker, who act as his installation assistants and official exhibition collaborators, as well as fellow artists who will perform during the vernissage. The opening event is in fact seen as a big party where Rebetez and his colleagues push the multidisciplinary aspect of their work even further. Within the exhibition, as well as in performance, Rebetez’s work is the central core onto which other experts and worlds are grafted. His creative factory makes use of several mediums that reveal the complexity of his universe. In a recent monograph on the artist’s work, he explains how this amalgamation of approaches works within his practice: “I like this mix. It resembles me. I want to touch people, I want them to encounter my work the way they would go see a show. I like to spin a lot of webs and offer different choices to the audience. My encounter my work the way they would go see a show. I like to amalgamation of approaches works within his practice: “I like this mix. It resembles me. I want to touch people, I want them to encounter my work the way they would go see a show. I like to spin a lot of webs and offer different choices to the audience. My encounters with people, I want them to touch my work the way they would go see a show. I like to offer a variety of options to the audience. My work is an invitation to enter a unique world where drawings, photographs, animations and installation are combined to create an inviting experience for viewers. In this world of wonder, the work of this Swiss artist is a celebration of life.

It seems fitting that Augustin Rebetez’s artistic practice is an invitation to enter a unique world where drawings, photographs, animations and installation are combined to create an inviting experience for viewers. In this world of wonder, the work of this Swiss artist is a celebration of life.

Francine Lalonde, whose last solo exhibition was held at Circa in 2010, continues her formal research into the physical experience of space. For CLARK, she presents a monumental sculpture that dominates the small room, literally inhabiting the space. Titled Désirs fantômes, the work becomes a pure, meditative space, allowing viewers to pause in an environment that stands in stark contrast to Rebetez’s. The artist describes her sculpture this way: “I superimpose a large-scale, faceted form onto the original space, where it captures light and reveals it as an autonomous phenomenon.” As such, the sculpture becomes a receptacle for various sources of light. This luminous exchange is like a tale of attraction, of invisible or phantom desire. Lalonde’s piece also acts as a surface that receives and releases our desires. The form redefines the room, possesses it. This effect is emphasized by the use of paint that matches the room’s walls, allowing the sculpture to seamlessly merge with the room itself even as it pulls away from the very walls that appear to support it.

This represents a shift in the artist’s practice and her way of occupying the gallery space. While she previously used light as a means to reveal space, she has now modified her approach to create a space where the primary function is to receive light in order to reveal its tonalities. Using foam core (normally used in the fabrication of maquettes) as her base material allows the artist to play with form, given the flexibility of this low-tech material. She can then better control the construction of this floating structure, an assembly of multi-planed, polyhedron forms resembling a faceted rock. Use of this lightweight material enables her to create a structure that is detached from the wall yet still overwhelms the room. The viewer becomes quasi-emerged in this white, larger-than-life, light-absorbing space.

In the end, the sculpture strangely resembles the interior of a cathode-ray tube monitor with its external components removed. Its images no longer received from an external source, but rather formed by our own intimate projections, our phantom desires.

The artist would also like to thank Éric Duval, Mario Forest, Michel Forget and Lee Espero (Pedro) for their help with the installation. Yan Giguère for his advice and availability, as well as the amazing gallery team for their work and general atmosphere. The artist would also like to thank Conseil des arts et lettres du Québec and the Canada Council for the Arts for their support.

Augustin Rebetez would like to thank Giona Bierens de Haan, Louis Jucker, Laurent Guidel and Adil Coralic for their participation to this exhibition, as well as Yann Pocreau, Roxanne Arsenault, Corine Lemieux and Manon Tourigny for their implication in this project. Special mention to Marie-Claude Landry. The artist and his collaborators attendance was made possible with the support of Pro Helvetia.

ALEXANDRE BURTON
(VIDE)

Alexandre Burton’s current research examines the incipient void, and falls within a broader field of creative work that is linked to electrical energy and electromagnetic fields. Burton has created a mechanism that includes six electromagnets that act simultaneously within a magnetic field, itself created by three magnets. This electromagnetic field, invisible to the naked eye, is revealed by the three magnet-objects that literally levitate, pulled between gravity and the magnetic forces.

An audio signal modifies the electromagnetic charge and causes the suspended magnets to oscillate. Depending on the frequencies, phases, and beats, the objects may even vibrate and revolve. These phenomena in turn modulate the magnetic field, where the signal is reintroduced into the system, thereby creating a feedback effect.

In the Poste Audio, Alexandre Burton presents the current phase of his research through a montage of sounds that stem from his prototype experiments thus far. His source material includes various recordings of electromagnetic phenomena, as well as ambient sound recordings made in the studio. These elements are organized into six loops of varying lengths, where the temporal phase shift generates a perpetually re-composed montage.